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Pictures against a background of rivalled beauty created by nature, 

staged with refined lovely details by our dedicated team. The wedding 

cake that perfectly melds into the frame of the unfathomably beautiful 

mountain landscape. The three most important words of the day in the 

presence of the Rüfikopf, Omeshorn etc. ...  

 

GETTING MARRIED AT THE ARLBERG, A 

PLACE OF UNIQUE ENERGY 

Deciding to celebrate the most beautiful day of your life at the Goldener Berg is 

exactly the right thing to do. Because the hotel on the energy mountain is a nearly 

magical place of unique energy. For the body. For the spirit. And also the unfor-

gettable celebration of love. With natural conditions – the location, the nature, the 

light-hearted feeling of freedom just can't be exceeded when it comes to romance. 

And with a special sense for a special wedding.  

 

EVERYTHING FOR LOVE  

The magical winter wedding in the historical Alter Goldener Berg. The colourful 

summer festival of love on the sun-drenched terrace. “Bath in the alpine setting” 

before the celebrations and really connect to your inner center in the midst of the 

spectacular mountain scenery. From the summit of the Mohnfluh, look what the 

future holds for the two of you. Release the nervousness before sealing your eter-

nal love with a yoga and meditation session with breath-taking view. There are 

plenty of places of unique energy in and around the Hotel Goldener Berg that are 

just ideal for your big day too. Ultimately, they are the reasons that so many 

people return here again and again.  

However you imagine your individual wedding, whether it’s a colourful Boho party, 

a classic celebration in traditional dress, an unforgettable same-sex marriage: 

There's nothing the Goldener Berg can’t do when it comes to marriages. Daniela 

Pfefferkorn's team has plenty of experience when it comes to everything going to 

plan on the big day. Even a wedding planner will be provided upon request. To-

gether they make sure that everything is in place and how you imagine it from the 
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first ray of sunshine on the morning of the wedding, to the delicious food (vege-

tarian and vegan options also available), right up to the party, whatever your per-

fect wedding celebration entails. So at the end of the day you enter the new phase 

of your life not only hand in hand with your newly married partner, but with un-

forgettable memories, too. 

 

Hotel Contact: 

Hotel Goldener Berg 

Oberlech 117, A-6764 Lech am Arlberg 

Tel. +43 (0) 5583/22050 

happy@goldenerberg.at | www.goldenerberg.at 
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